Do yourself a favor and take out your favorite sundress, sandals and white bag this weekend because after Monday it's likely you'll be moving these beloved pieces to the back of your closet. It doesn't matter if you don't have special plans. Wear your special dress anyway, pair it with a denim jacket to keep things casual and celebrate the end of this happy, warm season with a smile on your face.
The lightweight philosophy, coupled with innovations in technology that transforms sleeping bags and tents into items weighing ounces rather than pounds, can easily cut the heft of a camper's gear load in half from 40 pounds to 20, Jordan says. More radical reductions can be achieved by doing what he and Coupounas do: Using the same clothes they wear as a sleeping bag, turning rain ponchos into tents, and cooking food with a super light and efficient alcohol stove. "People keep telling me that what I'm doing is fringe, that I'm insane and playing with trouble," Coupounas says. "My response is that there are several natural forces in the universe and one of them is gravity which isn't going away. The only way you can defy gravity is by going lighter."

At the recent Outdoor Retailer's convention, held each summer in Salt Lake City, talk among manufacturers focused on how lightweight products were bucking market trends. Over the past six years, studies show that the number of regular backpackers once pegged at about 2 million has decreased by 20 percent.

Kick in the blue door on the left, and head downstairs, to another sliding door. Move across the large empty room, and find your target in the office beyond. After briefly interrogating him, fight another large group of enemies. Can you recommend us where we can find a cheaper cargo for our clothes, toys and shoes plus other stuff (no furniture). Next, I am missing some critical information, You arrived in Toronto? From Toronto, follow Highway 1 straight, about 4 days, but could be 5 or 6 depending on stops etc. Example of fuel prices, I set up Calculation on a 2012 Malibu 2.4 L, Automatic for comparison purposes.$300.00 is your fuel costs +/- $100.00. Yes you can use GPS, but google maps is ok too. If you use the US route, you would need a US Visa. Moving with your own truck, is probably not a good idea, as your kids would be in a car and you would need a second driver to relieve you while driving the truck.